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Abstract
The circular economy concept has recently gained prominence in political debate and
corporate discourse around the world as a pathway towards sustainability. The academic
debate is characterised by several and sometimes very contrasting definitions of the
concept. We claim here that the issue is not finding silver-bullet solutions that will
simultaneously support population growth, increasing affluence and environmental re-
source regeneration. We argue that a clearer definition is needed for the circular economy
concept, in terms of strategies, objectives, future states and stakeholders’ needs. Also,
assessment methods need to be developed for keeping track of the transition towards a
circular economy. Within this context, this paper establishes the need for a multi-
stakeholder, multi-dimensional and multi-criteria approach for the evaluation of the
transition towards a circular economy across different time and spatial scales, as well as
multiple sustainability dimensions.
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Introduction

The emerging circular economy (CE) paradigm is expected to transform the relationships
between ecological and economic systems. This paradigm argues for an economic system in
which reductions in resource use and the mitigation of environmental impacts play a dominant
role [1–6]. To plan for a reduction in resource use, a radically different organisation of
production and consumption patterns is required. It is not just a matter of recycling plastic
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bottles before they create plastic islands in the oceans, but instead questioning the need and
value of bottled water and soft drinks on our tables; it is not a matter of promoting reuse and
recycle loops for fast-fashion items, but rather questioning the way we design and use products
from the textile industry; it is not just a matter of improving the recycling of e-waste and
avoiding its illegal export to Global South countries, but rather questioning production patterns
driven by planned obsolescence and devising responsible innovation dynamics.

Planning for different production and consumption patterns ultimately requires a deep
rethinking of economic development and societal wellbeing. Planning for more durable goods
calls for an end to current mechanisms, which are aimed at achieving artificial economic
growth objectives [7]. Planning for shared and collaborative community services calls for an
alternative to the worldwide competition for scarce resources.

Within a CE, resources and by-products will have to undergo multiple production and
consumption cycles and end-of-life treatments under the reduce, reuse and recycle (3R)
imperative to convert linear production systems into closed-loop systems [4, 8]. These systems
should ideally be powered by renewable energy given the growing awareness of limited
resource availability worldwide. However, limiting our focus to end–of–life solutions is not
a sufficient strategy. Recycling requires energy, and most materials cannot be subject to
unlimited recycling without some losses of quantity and quality. Also, in a recent briefing
paper, the European Parliament admitted that effective mitigation actions for the current
environmental crisis need to be based on sufficiency-oriented strategies and strict enforcement
of absolute reduction targets [9].

A new economy, based on societal well-being, would need to rely upon local value chains, social
and ecosystem resilience, and at the same time, the reduction of social and economic vulnerabilities
[10]. For these reasons, companies should radically change their business and operating models
under a CE paradigm. In addition, society as a whole and individuals will have to change their
lifestyles and attitudes towards affluence, growth, community services and production and con-
sumption to meet the challenges posed by population growth, environmental degradation, climate
change and unexpected events (e.g., wars, diseases, pandemics and migrations) [11].

However, scholars have criticised several underlying assumptions of CE. Giampietro and
Funtowicz [12] and Murray et al. [13] have questioned the biophysical feasibility of CE. Also,
the apolitical framing of the CE agenda, its potentially contested nature and its underlying
ambiguity on some crucial issues (such as the attitude towards economic growth) have been
highlighted by several authors [14, 15]. The mainstream narrative assumes that CE practises
are, by definition, sustainable [16] and fails to consider impacts on social equity and inter-
generational wellbeing [5].

CE is championed as a source of social benefits, mainly through job creation, longer
product lifetime in the use phase and increased welfare for lower-income households [1].
Policy-makers and businesses currently try to implement circular strategies at different scales,
while academics engage in conceptual discussions, both without clear guidance or coherent
metrics to assess the impacts and benefits of proposed CE initiatives [17, 18], which mainly
translate into material recovery strategies with a strong focus on recycling [19].

The Emergence of Diverging Paradigms

The promotion of closed-loop supply chains and recycling pathways does not automatically
lead us to more sustainable societies. Just as an example, since the adoption of the EU CE
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Action Plan [20], the improvements in recycling rates have been overshadowed by the
increasing consumption of raw materials—a 4.5% increase in domestic material consumption
between 2016-18 [21]. Additionally, when examining macro-economic data, similar concerns
arise, leading us to raise some crucial questions. Certainly, the first question is whether
worldwide economies are on track to minimise resource and energy use through CE practises,
or perhaps they are only increasing resource productivity by building on the existing (and still
growing) linear economy and implementing the rebound effect theorised by Jevons in 1905
[22, 23]. Considering the reliance on global supply chains, it is still unclear how CE can make
production more local. Furthermore, concerning the creation of CE-related new jobs, will they
benefit societal wellbeing, or will they add more harm (e.g., unhealthy working conditions and
low wages in recycling plants)? Also, is the transition towards a CE to happen through
planning and coordination, or should it be driven by market forces? Currently, we cannot
provide an answer to these questions due to a lack of consensus on the transition, as well as
suitable measurement and monitoring frameworks.

It should be stressed that measuring and monitoring should not just encompass the usual list
of linear economy parameters (e.g., GDP, market price of resources and financial trade
balances), but instead indicators capable of accounting for the society that we want to build
for the generations to come, such as quality of life, community links, wellbeing, environmental
integrity, social diversity and stability and equal distribution of resources. The emergence of a
new paradigm, which is ultimately based on new values calls for the design and development
of new indicators and new metrics. To quote Odum and Odum [24]: “Valuation is one
mechanism by which humans organise occupancy and use of large-scale ecosystems and
regions, such as watersheds, estuaries, cities, states, nations, and ultimately the whole earth
(the global perspective) […]. Ecosystems of the world are threatened because market prices are
used to evaluate them”.

Economic growth requires the continuous supply of materials, non-renewable re-
sources and fossil fuels coupled with monetary flows [25]. The limited availability of
resources and the struggle for boundless economic growth generates socio-environmental
chaos and events that are extremely harmful to society and ecosystems (e.g., hurricanes,
droughts, increased global hunger, floods, heatwaves, forest fires and pandemics), thus,
signalling the urgency for a change of direction [26, 27]. Moreover, a reductionist
version of a CE, based on simple corrective actions to business–as–usual practices,
might reinforce the existing linear economic systems, increase wealth disparity, and
support human injustice by increasing the market price of all materials. As a result, this
could concentrate more economic power in the economies that are already developed and
capable of implementing CE practices, and coupled with a rebound effect, CE could
therefore become a tool for economic growth and increased materials consumption.
Alternatively, an ambitious CE may replace the old economic systems with a more
balanced, environmentally friendly and fair business model that emphasises collaboration
instead of competition, reliance on renewable resources and materials, community
services, environmental integrity, redistributive justice, and closed loops instead of
continuous waste generation (see Table 1, adapted from [28]).

In other words, depending on the selection of overarching values, CE can be either a tool
for sustainable development or a tool for increased ‘sustainable’ planetary degradation and
social instability that merely focusses on more efficient resource utilisation, rather than on its
reduction. The challenge here is to assess the distinctive societal values of the development
model we desire (for now and generations to come), which should reflect fundamental choices
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that integrate the three sustainability dimensions (economic, environmental and social). Mea-
suring and monitoring are crucial in any transition but might lose importance and effectiveness
if these activities are not linked to the identification of the values we pursue and want to
implement in society: a model of society based on participatory, democratic and community-
oriented choices (renewable resources, environmental protection, waste minimisation and
circular patterns, maximisation of citizens’ wellbeing, responsible consumption models, and
social equity, amongst others). Only once values are clear and goals agreed upon, the second
crucial step is to design an integrated framework of multi-dimensional and multi-criteria
evaluation methods and indicators capable of measuring, evaluating, monitoring and managing
the complexity of a sustainable transition to CE. Within a clear and shared framework of
values, a multi-dimensional measuring tool plays a key role in managing and monitoring a
transition that, by its nature, is dynamic, flexible and progressive, driven by both quality and
quantity, and finally, relies on accurate feedback mechanisms to improve the measurement
itself.

As mentioned above, it is not the goal of the present paper to identify the best method, if
any. Our aim is instead to design a procedure that links and/or integrates proven methods in
order to get the best out of each of them. This might assist with monitoring progress towards
the CE and drive the transition from a Business–as–Usual (linear) to a regenerative and
wellbeing–oriented (circular) economy.

Measuring, Monitoring, and Understanding

A common quote by Lord Kelvin, one of the fathers of thermodynamics, claimed the
absolute importance of measuring for understanding: “When you can measure what you
are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it.” [29].
While advocating the importance of measuring, Kelvin also underlined that measuring
tools can allow us to know something about a phenomenon but not everything. It is
impossible to address the complexity of all the sustainability issues that society should
monitor and manage in quantitative terms only, and this is particularly true if using a
mono–dimensional measure that might be affected by a reductionist perspective [30].
Gasparatos and Scolobig [31] clarified that whilst environmental and social sustainability
can only be partially quantified, the importance of these dimensions should not be
disregarded. Indeed, supporting policymakers and involving stakeholders is undoubtedly
made easier by an accurate set of quantitative indicators at appropriate spatiotemporal
scales.

Table 1 Features of linear and circular economy (adapted from [28])

Linear economy Circular economy

Business based Network-based
Stand–alone activities Collaborative, nexus oriented
Mono–criteria (value based on maximum income) Multi–criteria (value based on selected characteristics)
Design and planning for unlimited growth Resources are limited
Conservative (more–of–the–same approach) Regenerative (saving resource generation patterns),

flexible about pursued results
Concentration (getting more, spending less) Redistributive (fair resource allocation)
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As shown in Fig. 1, the transition towards a CE starts from the existing interaction
between populations, industrial systems and their environments (depicted at the centre of
the diagram). From the inside to the outside of Fig. 1, we see that the population and the
surrounding environment, the environment and the production sectors and finally the
production sectors, and population again, are all linked by a mutual interaction based on
an exchange of support and resources, demand and supply, and care and wellbeing.
Environmental, economic and social dimensions are all simultaneously involved. A large
number of issues need to be addressed, and numerous stakeholders need to be engaged,
to the extent that it is not sufficient to just say that a given amount of energy was saved
or that in a given year the GDP has grown. All dimensions are important for the
sustainable coexistence of all species, including humans. Decision making (point 4 of
the outer circle in Fig. 1) needs integrated evaluations (point 3 of the outer circle), which
in turn require planning (point 2 of the outer circle). All of these translate into the well-
known 3Rs (reduce, reuse and recycle) of a CE, where reduce stands for planning revised
production and consumption patterns according to self-sufficiency objectives, reuse and
recycle suggest extending the lifecycle of products and resources, respectively, and all of
them suggest renewability (water cycle, solar and wind energy, photosynthesis, renew-
able alternatives to fossil fuels and minerals). The multi-stakeholder and multi-
dimensional nature of the transition, highlighted in Fig. 1, requires a multifaceted
approach for the evaluation of a complex problem.

Numerous methods can be used to measure and monitor resource use and associated
impacts, as well as costs and benefits. The goal of this paper is not to select the best method,
but instead to identify how to integrate several methods to achieve the best understanding of
the cases or processes under study. In different situations, other methods may be selected, but
the integration procedure (select space and time scales, select representative data, design a
roadmap for sequential or parallel method application, and compare results) would still hold.

A standardised CE evaluation method should support strategic decisions and monitor the
progress towards sustainable development. In this view, it is also relevant to consider the way
environmental goods are treated from an economic point of view. The total cost of ownership
to (global) society is not represented by the price consumers pay, which is the ultimate measure
of value in mainstream economic indicators. In general, environmental goods have a public
nature and, according to economic logic, do not have a price since they are not exchangeable
on the market. However, not having a price does not mean they are worthless: the economic
appreciation of ecosystems stems from the perceived utility that they provide to stakeholders.
The concept of ecosystem services which reflects this economic (or utilitarian) logic has deep
roots; it has gained increasing importance and is currently involved in economic decision-
making and strategic planning mechanisms [32]. Hence, the attribution of an economic value
to ecosystems is increasingly proposed as the first step in their maintenance.

However, according to Kallis et al. [33], placing monetary values on resources or ecosys-
tem functions might not solve crucial challenges related to the transition to sustainable futures,
because (i) it might not improve the environmental conditions at stake; (ii) it might not reduce
inequalities related to access to resources; (iii) it is likely to suppress alternative valuation
approaches; (iv) it might foster processes of appropriation of the commons [33]. Furthermore,
monetary valuation approaches must be handled with care, as they might provide the meth-
odological and discursive legitimation for commodification of nature that might worsen socio-
environmental conditions [33].
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As such, as also highlighted by Gasparatos and Scolobig [31], the challenge is to design non-
reductionist multi-dimensional and multi-criteria approaches that can evaluate the transition to a CE
by coherently analysing insights derived from the simultaneous application of different yet comple-
mentary methods. To this end, our proposed framework contends that the integration and use of the
selectedmethods—which have been designed to capture different sustainability dimensions—could
provide a more comprehensive understanding of CE and support decision-makers. Indeed, these
methods complement each other in the sense that the output from onemethod can act as the input for
another method (see Figs. 2 and 3). A short description of the methods selected for use in this
framework—Life Cycle Assessment, Social Life Cycle Assessment, Life Cycle Costing, Emergy
Accounting and Sustainable value Chain Mapping—is provided below.

Life Cycle Assessment

Within a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) perspective, products and processes are investigated from
cradle to grave by listing their resource use and related emissions, after selecting the goal, scope,
boundary, and functional unit (FU). Several software packages and databases—such as Ecoinvent,
Gabi and Sima Pro—are available so that data from previous studies can be incorporated into the
assessment. The results are formulated in terms of multidisciplinary indicators that confer impacts
(for example, Global Warming Potential, Fossil Energy Depletion, Human Toxicity Potential,
Ecosystem Toxicity Potential, Water Use, Land Use, Freshwater Eutrophication Potential, amongst

Fig. 1 Sustainable CE evaluation methodology framework
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others) related to the selected FU, boundary and time scale. The results are also tested for uncertainty
and sensitivity, according to ISO 14040/2006 and 14044/2006 standards and ILCD Handbook
guidelines [34]. The interpretation of results and suggested improvements may lead to decreased
burdens in some impact categories and increased impacts in others, which means there is a need to
generate and discuss potential scenarios. The benefit of LCA is a detailed knowledge about upstream
and downstream environmental impacts generated by a product or service over its life cycle. LCA
can also be integrated with Environmentally Extended Input-Output Analysis [35] to account for
upstream inputs and their environmental impacts, addressing system boundaries and truncation
errors [36].

Social LCA

Social LCA (S-LCA) follows a similar cradle–to–grave approach as environmental LCA, but its
focus is on social aspects related to the quality of life and wellbeing of all categories of
stakeholders involved in the processes under review. S-LCA inventories range from child
labour to freedom of association, from cultural heritage to access to intangible resources, from
gender discrimination to health and safety and from indigenous rights to corruption [37].
Benefits from Social LCA are detailed knowledge about social and wellbeing impacts gener-
ated by a process, in a framework that is very close to the sustainable Development Goals of
United Nations and to the ISO 26000 standard regarding Corporate Social Responsibility [38].

Life Cycle Costing

Life Cycle Costing (LCC) assesses the costs faced before, during and after the
manufacturing of a product. For example, even when we think we are paying for a

Fig. 2 Overview of the assessment methods, scales of implementation and their contribution to understanding
and pursuing sustainability challenges and policies
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gold ring, we are actually paying for the inputs required in order to acquire the gold
mine, extract the mineral, refine it, design and manufacture the ring, advertise and sell
the ring, and dispose of the waste generated over the entire production chain, even if
we do not pay nature for generating the mineral resource [39]. LCC can be run in
parallel to LCA with the aim of understanding in which step of the production process
costs increase and why, and how these costs can be decreased through better process
design. Recent attempts (see, for instance: [40, 41]) have tried to integrate LCC and
LCA, taking advantage of the common cradle-to-grave approach to combine economic
and environmental evaluations.

Emergy Accounting

Generally, energy accounting methods focus on what can be extracted from a resource
(e.g., exergy accounting), i.e., they apply a user–side framework. Emergy Accounting
(EMA) uses the opposite approach, a supply-side or donor-side point of view. Emergy
is defined as the total amount, U, of available energy of one kind (usually, solar
energy) needed directly or indirectly to make a product or a service [42, 43]. Its unit
is the solar emjoule (sej). The emergy needed for one unit of a product or service is
named Unit Emergy Value (UEV) and measured as sej/J or sej/g. The emergy value
expresses how much environmental work is provided by the biosphere to generate
(and regenerate) a resource or a good. The emergy method provides several indicators
in addition to total U (size of the system) and UEV (generation efficiency), including
the Emergy Yield Ratio (EYR, reliance on local resources), the Environmental
Loading Ratio (ELR, distance from environmental equilibrium), the Emergy–to–money
Ratio (EMR, efficiency in generating economic value), the Emergy Exchange Ratio
(EER, the advantage in trade), amongst others. It is important to clarify that emergy is
not energy, nor a typo. Given that emergy accounts for the entire chain of processes
that lead from driving sources of planetary dynamics (solar, deep heat, gravitational
potential) to the considered resource, the “m” in its spelling refers to the “memory” of
processes over the entire supply chain. The benefit of emergy accounting comes from
the fact that it provides a measure of environmental support or environmental cost in
a comparable unit over the entire generation process.

While LCA applies a consumer side perspective, through its donor side perspective,
EMA expands the boundaries of the system over the entire biosphere space and time
scales. As such, the two methods can be combined to offer complementary perspec-
tives. For instance, Corcelli et al. [44] investigate one of the biggest papermaking
companies worldwide employing LCA to assess the environmental impacts of paper-
making and evaluate circular strategies; Corcelli et al. [45] expand the scale of the
assessment of the same process using EMA to evaluate the biosphere contribution to
the process itself, also incorporating the need for regeneration of resources. Also,
based on these early studies, Santagata et al. [46] provided a procedure based on the
sequential and integrated application of LCA and EMA methods called LEAF (LCA
& EMA Applied Framework). Such integrated procedures enable the evaluation of CE
scenarios based on different practices, technological options and energy solutions, thus
providing support to policymaking.
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Sustainable Value Stream Mapping

Sustainable Value Stream Mapping (Sus-VSM) analyses individual processes at the
micro-scale, accounting for process inputs generating outputs [47]. The Sus–VSM
method aims to decrease waste from any step of the production processes [48], and
in doing so, prevent energy, water and material waste, all of which are relevant to
CE. Indeed, designing processes for decreased waste generation contributes to the
planning phase of CE, limiting the need for subsequent reuse or recycling. Sus-VSM
extends the economic orientation of the original VSM method by also tracking several
environmental and social indicators, thus making it more appropriate for assessing the
sustainability of a process.

An integration of Sus-VSM with Life Cycle Assessment has been proposed by
Vinodh et al. [49] and Salvador et al. [50], which aims to provide a simple tool for
prioritising measures to improve environmental-economic performance according to a
continuous improvement approach. A recent call to extend Sus–VSM further to make
it more suitable for the evaluation of CE patterns was launched by Hedlund et al. [51]
who expanded Sus–VSM to better evaluate products in use and under maintenance, as
well as re-use, remanufacturing, recycling, and incineration processes. Benefits from
Sus–VSM include decreased demand for resources and increased conversion efficiency
into products and services, thus resulting in reductions in waste generation, pollution
and costs.

Benefits from Integration

Each one of the above methods has been designed to respond to a specific set of questions.
These can include the cost of labour, the environmental burden with the generation of
resources, and the environmental impact. Each of the methods presented has developed a set
of indicators, which can be compared to each other, recalculated at larger scales and used
together synergistically. Sometimes, they might show contradictory behaviours and might
need to be interpreted holistically; this might provide a deeper understanding of the phenom-
ena under investigation.

Integrating these methods could translate into a useful and synergistic accounting
exercise, showing how these methods overlap each other and support each other´s
results (Fig. 2). For example, Sus-VSM assesses production and material recovery
processes (e.g., remanufacturing), identifying inputs and outputs, improving knowl-
edge about each process [47], and generating input data for performing LCA, LCC,
S-LCA and EMA. LCA analyses the physical flows under human control, capturing
the resource use and environmental consequences of a given product or process
according to standard procedures (ISO 14040/2006; ISO 14040/2006) [34]. Further-
more, LCA applies a consumer side perspective. Its space and time scales are
confined within a system boundary capable of including all the process phases in
terms of location and durability and their direct impacts on the areas investigated
[46]. This can be further expanded through the integration of LCA and EMA, as
EMA expands the boundaries of the system over the entire biosphere space and time
scales. As such, the two methods can be combined to offer complementary
perspectives.
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On the other hand, LCC adds economic transactions and calculates costs and revenues during the
life cycle of products or services. By including externalities and costs met by actors outside of the
company boundaries, the step–by–step environmental cost of a product or service is better identified
with LCC; this can inform consumers’ decisions and support the dissemination of products with
better environmental performance [52]. The social dimension can be assessed with s-LCA, looking
at the impact on affected workers and communities during a product’s life cycle [53–57]. Sus-VSM
is very process-oriented but provides a way to link the evaluation of different processes encountered
in a product/service life-cycle, potentially providing useful mapping which can serve as a prereq-
uisite for undertaking LCA exercises.

LCA, LCC and s-LCA are life cycle thinking methods that assess all the stages associated
with products or services, thus accounting for different stakeholders’ perspectives and
preventing burden shifting between them.

From Linear to Circular Evaluation Models

Integrated evaluation should be the core of any accounting approach, especially when dealing
with the transition towards a CE. As mentioned, the methods applied to monitor the transition
should account for resource consumption and regeneration by nature, more effective materials
use, market costs and investments, environmental and societal services, cradle to grave process
parameters, and direct and indirect labour, all at different spatiotemporal scales.

Furthermore, the abovementioned description of the stand-alone methods has highlighted
the potential to integrate alternative approaches with LCA. The intrinsically non-reductionist
cradle-to-grave view of LCA, which can be extended to the whole economy through Envi-
ronmentally Extended Input-Output Analysis, and to the whole biosphere through EMA, can
be considered the fulcrum of an integrated multi-dimensional and multi-criteria approach to the
evaluation of the transition towards a CE. This was also suggested by Ulgiati et al. [58, 59],
who advocated, depending on the complexity of the investigated system, for the integration of
upstream and downstream points of view, local and global scales, embodying time in
resources, and appropriate standardisation and weighting methods. Such an approach builds
on the synergies between LCA and all the other proposed methods, allowing the evaluation of
the transition towards a CE at different scales and across different sustainability dimensions.

As shown in Fig. 2, an integrated assessment framework starts from the identification of the
process and the scale it occurs: micro (a specific process, a company), meso (a sector, a supply
chain, an industrial park) or macro (a city, a region, a nation) [4, 60]. At this point, boundaries
are more easily defined, and data can be collected in an organised and systematic way.

The complexity of the CE concept brings together multiple disciplines into one common
framework, with social, economic, and environmental dimensions to be addressed. Of course,
the different disciplines will carry their own established methods and tools for assessment,
coupled with challenges in data collection and interpretation. The interactions between the
different methods also apply across different scales of interest (micro, meso, and macro), as
shown in Fig. 2. On any scale, assessment tools should enable users to capture the multi-
dimensional aspects of CE as well as to minimise fragmentation by clearly connecting
circularity and planetary boundaries. Using the above methods in sequence or association
may help understand the consequences of policy or business choices [46]. However, all of
these methods were originally designed for linear production systems and may have limitations
when assessing circularity and feedback loops, in particular for issues associated with reuse,
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refurbishing, and repurposing [61]. Figure 2 highlights the need for, and the possibility of,
integration across scales.

Finally, the flowchart illustrated in Fig. 3 can be employed to aid in the selection of which
method is more suitable for practitioners to apply according to their objectives and scale of
assessment. To better understand how the framework can be used practically, the example of
the automotive industry can be considered. In this industry, repair, remanufacturing, and
recycling levels are relatively high compared to most industrial sectors, and a lot of research
has been done on production process optimisation and separately on remanufacturing process-
es. Nonetheless, if a product’s design is conceptualised for optimising the production process,
it might be harder to remanufacture. While if the design is heavily focused on remanufacturing,
it might be harder to produce initially. In such a situation, EMA could be used to account for
the non-renewable and renewable resources required and to ascertain if a given economy can
afford such resource expenditure (precautionary principle) or if a production pattern should
simply be abandoned and replaced. This information could be used as an input to LCA and
LCC assessments, which can be run in parallel to evaluate the environmental and economic
implications of different production alternatives. Finally, the LCA and LCC outcomes can be
integrated into VSM to better compare manufacturing and remanufacturing options and to
decide further optimisation techniques for each.

Conclusions

This paper has established the need for a multi-stakeholder, multi-dimensional and multi-
criteria approach to evaluate the transition towards a CE. While individual assessment methods
might be capable of addressing the issues they were designed for, the transition towards a CE
requires evaluation tools capable of synergistically evaluating performance across different
time and spatial scales as well as multiple sustainability dimensions. This is a crucial need for
the large number of researchers, businesses, policymakers and stakeholders currently involved
in the development and implementation of CE-inspired solutions in different sectors and at
different scales. A lack of such tools might result in additional difficulties in agreeing upon
transition pathways and reaching a consensus on the remedial measures to be adopted. To
prevent such a risk, an early conceptualisation of how several evaluation tools could be
integrated has been provided, with the aim of embracing the social, environmental, and
economic dimensions for assessing the transition to a CE.
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